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Nitrogen fertiliser best practices
Professor Jac Varco tells International Innovation what prompted him to begin work on a novel
sensor-based fertilisation method and how it can help address the economic and environmental
concerns of nitrogen fertilisation
Nitrogen is essential for crop growth;
however, excessive application as a
commercial fertiliser can be hazardous to the
environment. Why is nitrogen so crucial in
this context and how can its negative impact
be minimised?
Nitrogen fertilisation is essential to not only
maximising the profitability of our growers, but
also to producing an abundant and affordable
food supply. However, soil and fertiliser derived
nitrogen ions and gasses can contribute to
environmental degradation. Environmental
consequences of excessive nitrate transport
and accumulation in groundwater can
impair drinking water quality and result in
costly treatment for removal. Furthermore,
contamination of surface bodies of water can
promote excessive growth of plants and algae,
and ultimately lead to the depletion of oxygen as
dying vegetation decomposes. Ammonia losses
to the atmosphere can return as wet and dry
deposition to environmentally sensitive areas,
and nitrous oxide is a greenhouse gas that
has a greater capacity than carbon dioxide to
absorb long-wave radiation.
A major goal of your research has been to
develop a tool that prevents the excessive
application of nitrogen. How are you pursuing
this endeavour?
Our objective is to utilise canopy reflectance
as an indicator of plant growth (biomass) and
crop greenness (chlorophyll/plant nitrogen
status) to assist growers in applying nitrogen
fertiliser across spatially variable fields.
Currently, a constant rate is applied, which can
result in areas in which the supply is greater
than, as well as less than, crop demand. Crop
reflectance in the visible and near-infrared
regions is used to identify wavelengths, and
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ultimately, calculate vegetation indices that
most accurately map variations in crop health
relative to biomass and plant nitrogen status.
You originally developed a novel sensorbased fertilisation technique for precision
nitrogen management in cotton. Could you
describe your work here, and the results of
your field tests?
Our earlier work with cotton began by
identifying and developing relationships
between crop reflectance at the leaf scale,
and then progressed up to whole-canopy scale
using tractor-mounted equipment. We utilised
these data to identify vegetation indices that
were best able to describe variances in whole
plant and leaf tissue nitrogen. At the same
time, we were building a database of crop
yield response to varying nitrogen supply. We
then conducted on-farm research to test our
nitrogen fertilisation algorithm on spatially
variable alluvial soils. Our results have
produced scenarios of greater yield with less
nitrogen fertiliser, greater yield with slightly
more nitrogen fertiliser, as well equal yield
with less nitrogen fertiliser. In all cases, only
considering the cotton lint to nitrogen fertiliser
cost ratio, net income would have been greater.
Can you detail some of the methods or
approaches you are using to collect your data?
The on-farm studies have included utilising
mostly the growers’ cultural practices as well
as their liquid fertilisation equipment, except
in a situation where it was necessary to use
our own application equipment. Initially, for
each field, we took soil samples for inorganic
nitrogen analysis with multiple locations
sampled within each strip plot. These data
serve to identify the degree of spatial variability

in available nitrogen and other soil properties
such as texture. Each location is recorded
with a global positioning system (GPS) and
plots are later delineated using a geographic
information system (GIS) mapping software.
Canopy reflectance was collected with a tractor
mounted sensor around early flower bud
formation, processed into a selected vegetation
index, which was then fed into our nitrogen
fertilisation algorithm. From that, a fertilisation
map was output to a computer coupled to a rate
controller. Lastly, we evaluated the effectiveness
of the system using temporally sampled and
analysed plant leaves for nitrogen concentration
and cotton lint yield.
What are the social and economic advantages
of your research?
Farm operations have grown in size such
that growers are challenged to maintain
efficiency and improve accounting and use of
inputs to remain profitable. Precision farming
technologies, especially with the assistance
of service providers, is allowing growers to
effectively manage increasingly larger farms.
Economically, growers may improve profitability
through gains in nitrogen fertiliser efficiency,
while society stands to gain through reduced
losses to the environment if crop utilisation of
the applied nitrogen fertiliser is improved.
Modern six-row cotton picker showing round module
ready for unloading.

Precision sensing
for crop management
In the US, research at Mississippi State University is exploiting
existing technologies to achieve greater levels of accuracy in
precision agriculture in a bid to maximise the efficient use of
nitrogen in crops

Aerial near-infrared image showing
research field and natural variability of
alluvial soils in the Mississippi Delta.

This system has the
capability to match
the soil supply and
crop demand with an
unprecedented level
of accuracy

The development of global positioning
and satellite navigation technology has
played a pivotal role in the advent of precision
agricultural practices. Although optimal crop
nutrient requirements across fields can vary,
prior to such technological advances, growers
have traditionally applied fertiliser nutrients at
constant rates. As a result, essential nutrients
like nitrogen can be found both wanting and
in excess of crops’ varying requirements.
Without distinguishing between the needs of
specific crops, fixed rate application of nitrogen
fertilisers undermines the ability of growers
to get the best out of their fields – and, more
often than not, inefficient practices mean fewer
financial rewards.
But the indiscriminate use of nitrogen
fertilisers is more than an issue of economy.
Excessive use can lead to potential gaseous
losses, hazardous nitrates leaching into
groundwater supplies and the eutrophication
of surface waters. As such, applying the
requisite amount of nitrogen fertiliser to crops
brings with it profitability, environmental and
health gains.
Professor of Agronomy at Mississippi State
University’s Department of Plant and Soil
Sciences, Dr Jac Varco specialises in the
utilisation of advanced technologies in the
implementation of nutrient management
strategies at the field scale. Through the
integration of equipment already available to
the precision agriculturalist, Varco is working

on a novel sensor-based method for detecting
nitrogen crop status to be used in variable
rate nitrogen (VRN) fertilisation. “The product
is a decision support tool linking together
advanced sensor and application technologies,
providing growers the opportunity to more
effectively manage a costly production input,”
explains Varco.
Vegetation indices
The key to this novel method is canopy
reflectance. At various visible and near-infrared
wavelengths, canopy reflectance is used to
derive vegetation indices for detecting biomass,
chlorophyll, leaf area and tissue properties
of crops. Published vegetation indices do this
with varying degrees of success. Therefore,
Varco has set out to see which of these are best
suited to current nitrogen fertilisation practices
by examining their sensitivity to variations in
nitrogen tissue status. Up for inspection are
the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index
(NDVI), Green Normalized Vegetation Index
(GNDVI), Normalized Difference Red Edge
Index (NDRE) and the Canopy Chlorophyll
Content Index (CCCI). Ultimately, the aim is to
use canopy reflectance itself to determine the
most accurate indicators of crop biomass and
nitrogen tissue status.
In order to test the indices, tractor-mounted
optical spectrometers and sensing equipment
were used to collect data on canopy reflectance
in cotton and corn crops. Regarding the
detection of the nitrogen tissue status of cotton,
www.internationalinnovation.com
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prescriptions that can then be uploaded to
field computers attached to the fertiliser
applicators. Now the system is ready,
responsive to spatial variations in crop growth
and greenness, and allows for a continuously
variable rate of fertiliser application.

Tractor-mounted sensor used to obtain
canopy reflectance and develop nitrogen
fertilisation prescription.
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NDVI proved to be the weakest index, while
the strongest was CCCI, which in addition to
NDVI uses reflectance in the near-infrared and
red spectral regions to account for seasonal
changes in canopy density. Possibly helped
along by the stronger chlorophyll detection of
NDRE and adjustments for biomass effects,
Varco shows that CCCI is nonetheless the most
appropriate tool for early-season prediction of
nitrogen tissue status of cotton.
oUT iN THe field
Knowing which indices best describe changes
in whole plant and leaf tissue nitrogen is vital,
but couple this with a database of crop yield
responses to varying nitrogen supply and the
results are unbeatable.
Over a two-year growing period, the method
was tested on three cotton fields, each with a
different soil composition that provided four
separate scenarios for assessment. Firstly,
Varco’s efforts focused on a field where the
grower’s established fertilisation practice was
VRN application based on soil tests of cation
exchange capacity (CEC). In the second and
third fields, the established practice was to
apply a constant rate of 135 kg of nitrogen
per hectare. The second field also contained
an area that, unlike the others, was treated
with fertiliser 39 days prior to planting. With
previous samples of nitrogen soil showing a
wide variation of results in each field, Varco’s
method could be exactly what is required.
The first step is to determine the spatial
variations of residual nitrogen soil, after
which canopy reflectance data are collected
using tractor-mounted sensors. Next up,
these data are converted using CCCI to
generate a fertiliser application map. When
possible, Varco employed the growers’ own
fertiliser equipment and in-cab tractor
technology. By creating a geographic
information system (GIS) database for each
field, it is possible to generate variable rate

Testing the system on four different
scenarios has shown that, at the very least,
the method is flexible. Compared with the
CEC-based VRN technique employed in the
first field, Varco’s sensor method reduced
nitrogen use by 23.6 kg per hectare, while
the yield of cotton lint increased by 67.4 kg
per hectare. In the field where the grower’s
rate was constant but not pre-fertilised,
the sensor method averaged 31.4 kg less
nitrogen per hectare, although lint yield
was slightly less as a result. Where the
ground had been pre-fertilised with 78.6 kg
of nitrogen per hectare, the sensor method
actually applied 11.2 kg more nitrogen on
average per hectare, while lint yield shot up
by an average of 103.3 kg per hectare. It is
highly likely that heavy rains during the prefertilisation period resulted in a considerable
loss of nitrogen fertiliser.
Finally, the third field garnered important
results concerning the sensitivity of the
method. Initial leaf samples indicated that
most of the test sites had significant nitrogen
deficiencies, a finding that led the model to
increase its fertiliser rates beyond the grower’s.
On average, the sensor method applied 15.7 kg
more nitrogen fertiliser per hectare, while
yield went up by almost 32.6 kg per hectare.
Nitrogen leaf tissue levels of the grower’s
established practice were therefore equalled
or surpassed, indicating the effectiveness
of Varco’s spatial adjustments in nitrogen
fertiliser rate.
fRoM CoTToN To CoRN
Taken together, Varco’s findings are strongly
indicative of the method’s potential. Not only
do nitrogen fertiliser rates need to be adjusted
for spatially variable fields, this system has
the capability to match soil supply and crop
demand with an unprecedented level of
accuracy. This is not an end point, however.
By sharing the lessons learned from the
field implementations, Varco has welcomed
the involvement of scientists and industry to
refine the technology further, minimise the
turnaround time between data collection
and fertilisation, and ultimately expand
its applications.
To date, it has performed well with cotton,
but Varco would like to develop a system that
works for corn. Receiving double the nitrogen
fertiliser rate that cotton receives, corn crops
pose a considerably larger potential for
environmental risk. This is an area in which
optimised nitrogen use efficiency could have a
significant impact. Varco’s work provides the
knowledge and support growers need to ensure
that their management strategies are effective
and rewarding.

